
Decoration and creativity to a further level

Far more than a bathroom cladding option. In
addition to their functional role in covering
walls or in the simple switch from a bathtub to
a shower, Skin Panels offer a creative proposal
for design and aesthetic renovation at a
further level. 

Panels take spaces on a new perspective,
combining texture and colour with the existing
elements in the bathroom, and increasing the
possibilities of each space as far as your
imagination will take you.

BATHROOM CLADDING



material and characteristics
Made of a non-slip, clean and hygienic material based on polyurethane resin, which allows perfect
adaptation to the bathroom space and greater resistance and elasticity to impacts and breakage. 

Nanobath technology
Prevents the reproduction of bacteria in
wet areas. 

Unique texture
Texture with slate finish that combines perfectly
with our shower trays. 

Made to measure
It can be made to measure and adapted
to spaces such as columns.

No need of aluminium profiles for installation
Possibility of vertical and horizontal installation

Colours on demand
6 standard colours RAL
(consultar disponibilidad de RAL personalizado)
DEKOR designs.

texture and colours

dimensions

TEXTURE: Slate finish
COLOURS: 6 standard colours RAL and DEKOR designs        (consult the possibility of customising colours / RAL colour chart)

WIDTH: From 70 cm. to 120 cm.  (consult the posibility of custom-made for special spaces) 
HEIGHT:  250 cm.
THICKNESS: 0,6 cm.

RAL 9003 RAL 9001 RAL 1001

RAL 7016 RAL 7037 RAL 7035

HALIFAX CALACATTA MARQUINA

ARABESCO ZAHA DARK NOGAL

CEMENTO

MICROCEMENTO

RAL colours

AVAILABLE SIZES

DEKOR designs

Panel  Silexpol®
(mixture of polyurethane resin and other minerals)

- Can be cut to measure.

- Mounted without aluminium profiles or finishing.

- Vertical panels can be cut in width and height.

- The varnishing on the panels is done by hand and
   there may be subtle differences in tone. 

- The panel thickness allows flexibility for adaptation
   to irregularities in the wall surface.

- 100% waterproof, no membrane required.

- Easy to install using silicone, polyurethane putty or MS.

- Ultaviolet protection (UV).

- Easily reparable.
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STANDAR SYSTEM 

“CLIC”  OPTIONAL SYSTEM THIS SYSTEM IS ONLY AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

KEY TIGHTENING
SYSTEM 

easy to install
They are installed on the surface with an MS/Silicone adhesive.

On request, there is an optional "click" system with tongue and groove that facilitates its
placement, leaving a minimum line of separation between panels that gives it a unique and
continuous aesthetic. 

Sticking and/or sealing of the various elements
should be performed using a silicone type sealant.
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Approximate measurements, tolerance 5 mm.
This tolerance may be modified without prior warning
Please contact your supplier for any additional queries.
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